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Mexico’s Troubled Toll Roads
MEXICO CITY, Mexico February 3, 1997

By William F. Foote

Mexico has nifty turnpikes. Four-laned and freshly paved, they crisscross this
ruggedly handsome country from top to bottom: across desert plateaus, over cacti-
laden sierra, thl’ough perfumed pine forests, into misty jungles.

From 1989 to 1994, in an ambitious road-building program, the government of
former President Carlos Salinas de Gortari laid down 3,600 miles of privately-
financed superhighways. In just six years Mexico built what had taken two de-
cades to achieve in western European countries. But there was a distressing irony.
While the government cut public expenditure on transport infrastructure, private
concessionaires built some of the most expensive stretches of asphalt ever laid
downby the hand of man. Motorists were singularly unimpressed by the fancy yet
outrageously costly toll roads. In the wake of the disastrous 1994 peso devaluation,
one understands why Mexicans, when forced to choose, might rather walk.

Problem is, they would be paying the tolls anyway, albeit indirectly through
taxes. In January, the federal government announced outlays of 26.1 billion pesos
(U.S.$3.3 billion) over the next 30 years to restructure 52 highways built under pri-
vate concession in the early nineties. This adds to last year’s 14-billion-peso
(U.S.$1.7 billion) toll-road rescue plan targeting the Mexican banking system,
which, while state-owned,

market terms. As for the
private concessionaires,
they have all renegotiated
payments and turned over
debt service and road
maintenance to the
government.

Despite these adjust-
ments, motorists still shun
the superhighways. Tak-
ing the free, parallel alter-
natives to each tolled
highway that are required
by Mexican law, they drive
at their own risk: highway
robbery is rampant, polic-
ing is patchy. Like covered
wagoneers in the Wild
West, local truckers have
taken to traveling by con-
voy to thwart the growing
legions of roadway ban-
dits. Barely paved and
crater-filled, their over-

Empty superhighway stretching across the
Mexican sierra



crowded routes are bruising on vehicles and trade alike.

It was not supposed to be this way. Not long ago, the
National Highway Program was the talk of the Americas
as cash-strapped governments turned to private-sector
concessions to satisfy their people’s hunger for infrastruc-
ture services. During the early 1990s, billions of dollars
began flowing into infrastructure projects across the re-
gion: telephone service, ports, airports, electricity, water,
sanitation systems, highways.

In Mexico, roads took on great significance because of
the North American Free Trade Agreement. In 1989,
roughly 80 percent of Mexico’s exports were being
shipped North by land; yet there were only 600 miles of
poorly-maintained highways in the whole country. Trans-
port infrastructure offered a key to capitalizing on trade
reform by linking Mexico’s economy with that of the U.S.
A modern, integrated turnpike system became a top pri-
ority for Carlos Salinas.

During his six-year term, at a cost of nearly
U.S.$15 billion, Mexico conducted a road-building cam-
paign on a par with Hitler’s autobahns and New Jersey’s
highway splurge of the 1960s and ’70s. At first, the strat-
egy drew praise from pundits and market analysts the
world over. In 1992-4, the National Highway Program re-
ceived a global thumbs-up as Mexican construction com-
panies and the federal government launched toll-road
bonds in the international capital markets.

Domestically, however, things were amiss. Cars and
especially trucks avoided the new roads, put off by some
of the highest tolls in the world. Before the devaluation,

for example, the 250-mile trip from Mexico City to Acap-
ulco cost U.S.$63. In 1993, the auto toll for the 14-mile
stretch from Mexico City to Toluca was U.S.$6.30 dollars
and at least twice that for trucks. By contrast, the entire
148-mile journey on the New Jersey Turnpike cost $4.60.1

The causes for these inflated tolls are numerous and
complex. Any analysis, however, must include the Mexi-
can government’s hasty road designs, traffic studies and
cost projections. Grossly overoptimistic, these project
guidelines led to lower-than-projected traffic and sky-
rocketing construction costs. Once highways were in op-
eration, revenue collected at toll booths needed to
maintain roads, recoup investments, pay off debts
dropped to a fraction of projected levels.

When selecting concessionaires, moreover, the govern-
ment favored investors who promised to transfer the road
back to the state in the shortest amount of time. This en-
couraged concessionaires, who wanted to earn a profit
within the concession period, to negotiate higher toll
rates, which scared away traffic. At the same time, partial
blame rests on Mexico’s formerly state-owned banks
(privatized in 1992), which lended to the highway projects
without performing the normal valuations and screening
processes. Considered together, these shortfalls clearly
helped pave the way toward today’s multi-billion-dollar
bailout packages.

Since Mexico’s financial crisis broke, however, a reduc-
tionist view of the not-so-super highway program has
taken hold. The toll-road troubles, some argue, are a result
of the botched peso devaluation rather than the afore-
mentioned problems. No doubt, the impact of Mexico’s

Freshly-paved turnpikes
crisscross Mexico, like this one
near the southern Pacific coast.

The New York Times, Feb. 27, 1993.
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financial meltdown on turnpike operations and
financings has been enormous traffic volumes have
dwindled to all-time lows; interest rates have soared on
the conessionaires’ bank debt. But these factors are cir-
cumstantial and after the fact. The effects of devaluation
should not obscure the fundamental underlying causes
of the program’s failure that predated the outbreak of
crisis.

Thus the opposing views of the toll road program: On
one side, advocates call the glitches natural points on
Mexico’s free-market learning curve. When formerly
state-led economies explore the unfamiliar territory of
private concessions, they argue, such problems are to be
expected. On the other side, critics suggest that hasty road
designs, traffic studies, and uncontrolled costs offered
myriad opportunities for sweetheart deals, if not blatant
corruption. Far from an innocent educational process, the
toll roads embodied the crony capitalism that character-
ized the economic reforms of the Salinas regime. What-
ever the conclusion, or the nature, of the problem, billions
of tax dollars must now go toward paving the solution.

TURNPIKE CONSTRUCTION: STRUCTURAL
BUMPS

The story began by the beaches of Acapulco in the
poor, southern state of Guerrero. In the 1980s, Jose Fran-
cisco Ruiz Massieu, the local governor and former
brother-in-law of Carlos Salinas, became obsessed with

improving road access to the city’s oceanside resorts. The
drive from Mexico City was a tortuous eight hours,
windy and dangerous. A new turnpike would cut the
journey in half and thus boost domestic tourism to
Mexico’s Pacific coast. It would be called the Highway of
the Sun.

The project coincided with sweeping free-market re-
forms in Mexico. Elected in late 1988, President Salinas
targeted transport infrastructure as part of his national
modernization plan. More than any other activity, road
construction showcased Mexico’s traditional propensity
toward corruption in public works. Minimal engineering
studies combined with hasty cost projections created
ample opportunity for the padding of budgets. Contrac-
tors and public officials presupposed the constant renego-
tiation of contracts, specifications, and costs. So what if
the numbers never quite added up? The government was
footing the bill.

The Highway of the Sun was supposed to be different.
As Mexico’s first experiment in privately-financed infra-
structure, the strategy developed was standard interna-
tional practice. The Transportation Ministry granted
concessions through a competitive bidding process. Typi-
cally, concessionaires were special-purpose entities
owned by one or more construction companies. Theirjob
was to finance, build, operate and maintain highways in
accordance with standards, specifications and designs set
by the government. In return, concessionaires received

Institute of Current World Affairs 3



the right to retain all the revenues derived from operating
roads for the life of their concessions. When those con-
tracts expired, highway operation and toll collection
would revert to the government.

The underlying purpose was to reduce public expen-
diture on infrastructure. Therefore, concessionaires could
not turn to the state coffers to finance projects. They
would rely instead on short-term interim loans from com-
mercial banks as well as their own "sweat" equity. But this
was high-cost financing. That’s why, once the superhigh-
ways were up and running, the concessionaires planned
to refinance their short-term loans in the Mexican or inter-
national markets to extend maturities and obtain cheaper
interest rates.

That was the basic formula that would apply to all 52
concessions of the National Highway Program at least,
that was the theory. In practice, the result was somewhat
different. According to numerous sources familiar with
the toll road experiment, the Highway of the Sun came to
represent a hybrid of state-led and free-market models, a
blending of sorts of the old ways with the new.

"The Mexico City-Acapulco road had a swing effect,"
says one prominent banker who, like many people I inter-
viewed on this subject, requested anonymity. "It was a
sliding of sorts into a new kind of thing. In hindsight,
don’t think anybody fully realized what they were getting
into- not the government, nor the commercial banks,
nor the construction companies."

The consensus seems to be that the toll-road program
resembled traditional public works far more than the gov-

ernment would care to admit. Most conspicuously, the ab-
sence of a comprehensive blueprint or master plan prior
to the granting of highway concessions smacked of by-
gone days. By all accounts, the Transportation Ministry’s
designs and specifications for the construction of the
roads were incomplete.

Granted, some problems are inevitable. The construc-
tion of a turnpike in Oaxaca, for instance, had to be di-
verted due to satellite photos that mistook unexcavated
archeological ruins for a conventional foothill. In general
however, the lack of thorough, reliable project prepara-
tion created serious distortions in the construction, cost
structure and operation of Mexico’s superhighways.

"This was the government’s biggest mistake," says
Ernesto Marcos, formerly chief financial officer of Pemex,
Mexico’s state-owned oil company. "The transport au-
thorities should never have called for bids without finish-
ing their engineering homework first."

Some blame the inertial power of habit. Steeped in
state-dominated tradition, public works bureaucrats and
contractors could not be expected to change overnight.
Others point to politics- namely, Carlos Salinas’s haste
to build highways in order to claim personal credit dur-
ing his six-year presidential term. The fact that Mexico
paved roads faster than any other country lends credence
to this theory. Consider Italy, which began its highway
program in 1965, building 6,500 kilometers of roads in
thirty years. By contrast, Mexico built 5,800 in six!

Hurriedness hampered strategic planning. Take the
untimely delivery of the rights-of-way on which toll roads
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were to be located. In its haste, the federal government
failed to ensure that local authorities would assume the
responsibility for liberating the rights-of-way in areas
under their jurisdiction before highway construction be-
gan. As a result, during construction, road-building crews
would often reach conflictive spots where the rights-of-
way were still in dispute. To continue working, contrac-
tors would simply leap over the contested spot, leaving it
for later. Waiting months for a conflict resolution, how-
ever, implied huge financial costs as interest payments
accumulated.

This issue illustrates a general communication gap
between the Transportation Ministry and local govern-
ments that would undermine other aspects of the high-
way program. Consider the ring-road concessions
granted for numerous Mexican cities. Called libramientos,
these much-needed highways promised to keep trucks
and long-distance buses from congesting and polluting
urban streets. In order for these toll roads to be financially
sustainable, however, such vehicles should have been
prohibited, to the extent possible, from entering city cen-
ters. This would have ensured traffic volume on the new
toll roads. Because the risk of noncooperation on the part
of local officials was never considered, however, many
ring roads are virtually abandoned and 18-wheelers con-
tinue to clog downtown areas.

Traffic studies were another problem. While con-
ducted by so-called independent traffic engineers, they
reportedly fell below the standards required for such an
undertaking. Traffic projections are critical for sustainable
project financings as they offer the key to determining
when investments will be recouped and what the capital
returns will be. In Mexico, they were conducted in a pe-
riod of months versus the standard year and a half in the
United States. In addition, to improve outlooks, so-called
independent traffic engineers allegedly monitored only
the most traveled stretches of superhighway and at the

First-class buses
andfancy cars on
the toll road to
Acapulco

busiest hours of the day. As a result, once toll roads were
in operation, projected traffic typically outstripped actual
use by up to 30 percent.

The aforementioned shortfalls---in engineering stud-
ies, rights-of-way, inter-governmental coordination, traf-
fic reportsmunderscore a major underlying flaw of the
toll road program: the lack of risk allocation. According to
project-financing experts, the effective distribution of risk
amid all parties involved is a golden rule for the success
of privately-financed infrastructure projects. This never
happened in Mexico. Toll-road project risks were neither
properly defined nor effectively allocated. As a result, fol-
lowing the peso devaluation, the ones who ultimately
swallowed the cost of rescuing the superhighways were
not their sponsors but the Mexican tax payers.

ON BANKING AND BIDDING

Commercial banks are by nature averse to risk. With-
out effective risk allocation for the toll-road projects, how
did the concessionaires convince Mexico’s commercial
banks to grant them short-term construction loans? The
answer is easy: before 1992, the commercial banks were
state-owned. The government simply instructed them to
finance the toll roads on non-market terms. This explains
why they neglected to perform serious credit analyses of
the projects.

"If it were today," says Jose Enrique Silos, a financier
at Bancomer who helped furnish credit for six toll roads,
"we would probably have been more careful with our
analyses. We would have believed less of what the con-
tractors and the government presented to us."

In 1982, Mexico nationalized its financial institutions in re-
sponse to debt crisis. Politicians andbureaucrats, not finanders,
began managing many of the banks. One in particular, called
Serfin, wouldbecome the government’s favorite vehicle for

La Reforma, March 23, 1995.
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financing infrastructure projects in the 1980s. So closely
was Serfin associated with the government that its TV
advertisements made no reference at all to financial ser-
vices- flashing the Mexican flag said it all.

Not surprisingly, Serfinwent on tobecome the major finan-
cier of the National Highway Program, starting with the
Mexico City-Acapulco road in 1989. Lending on non-market
terms, however, would exact a price. Seven years later, as a di-
rect legacy ofthose loans, Serfin ttrmed over U.S.$3.5 billion of
non-performing debt to the federal government in a restructur-
ingprogram designed to keep the entire Mexicanbanking sys-
tem from crashing.

Politics are also rumored to have played a role in the
bidding process for highway concessions. As explained
earlier, the Transportation Ministry rewarded investors
who promised to transfer roads back to the state in the
least amount of time. Shorter concessions 10 to 15 years
versus the standard 25 to 30 years encouraged contrac-
tors to set high tolls, which scared away traffic. Perhaps
more worrisome, however, are the rumors of favoritism
that allegedly underscored the supposedly competitive
bidding process.

"The bidders knew the whole thing was a game," says
Ernesto Marcos, who now works as a private consultant
to ICA, Mexico’s largest construction company. Putting it
more bluntly, a Mexican banker who asked not to be iden-
tified suggests that "the entire bidding process was ir-
regular, dishonest, and arbitrary."

Political connections seem to have been an important
criteria in the awarding ofconcessions. Consider the allocation
oftoll-roadprojects to Mexico’s three major construction com-
panies: GMD, ICA, and Tribasa. Together they laid over
half of the 3,600 miles of blacktop built during the Salinas
years. Curiously, every single concession in the Mexico
City area, considered the most profitable by far, went to
Tribasa. As a result, between 1989 and 1994, when ad-
justed for inflation, Tribasa’s assets increased in value by
35 times, its revenues by 24, and its net income by nine.

What explains this spectacular success? How did
Tribasa, a relatively unknown company before the Na-
tional Highway Program, become the secondbiggest con-
tractor in Mexico? Some point to Carlos Hank Rhon, the
son of Mexican billionaire Carlos Hank Gonzalez, who
has served as governor of Mexico State, mayor of Mexico
City, and Minister of Tourism. Hank Gonzalez is consid-
ered to be one of the most powerful behind-the-scenes
leaders of the PRI, Mexico’s long-ruling "official" party.
His son, who now runs the family businesses, sat on
Tribasa’s board.

Regardless of how concessionaires won their con-

tracts, no investors would have risked their capital with-
out guarantees and incentives from the government. By
nature, basic infrastructure projects have relatively low
profit margins and often require government backing
even when transferred to the private sector. In the case of
the National Highway Program, the Transportation Min-
istry opted to grant blind guarantees of traffic flows,
called aforos in Spanish. As stipulated in the private con-
cessions, the government set forth minimum traffic vol-
umes and allowed concessionaires to increase tolls
semi-annually in accordance with inflation.

In hindsight this was a mistake. Due to the hasty
preparation of the highway projects, construction compa-
nies were bound to overrun their original budgets. Blind
traffic guarantees only exacerbated this trend for, as costs
crept upward, the concessionaires believed they could
recoup their investments in the same time frame by sim-
ply increasing the tolls. Guaranteed traffic volume was
the constant and the tariff level the variable. Hence their
financial models looked great despite cost overruns.
There was just one problem: Nobody seems to have con-
sidered the inelasticity of demand (i.e., the shallowness of
motorists’ pockets) in a country like Mexico.

"By offering traffic guarantees," explains Ernesto
Marcos, "the federal government acted as if it were the
concessionaires’ client." Put another way, the transport
authorities led the construction companies to believe that
traffic volume would pay for everything. Unfortunately,
the final client was not the Transportation Ministry but
the user, who failed to materialize as expected.

On a recent trip from Mexico City to Acapulco, ob-
served some of the excesses encouraged by the blind traf-
fic guarantees. Driving south from the federal capital, my
wife and admired Mexico’s rugged landscape: moun-
tains erupting with greenery, deep and sloping valleys
shooting off in all directions. Toll booths popped up regu-
larly. After passing through Chilpancingo, the dusty capi-
tal of Guerrero State, we reached the Mezcala River and
crossed over a soaring, state-of-the-art suspension bridge.
The words of Mr. Marcos came to mind as we marveled at
the Herculean engineering feat:

"It’s an absurdly luxurious bridge. Mexico didn’t need
that kind of design. It was far more than the tolls could
ever pay for." The numbers suggest as much: the High-
way of the Sun cost U.S.$2.1 billion to build, more than
twice the original estimate. As for the other 51
concessioned toll roads across the country, cost overruns
averaged more than 50 percent of projected outlays.

Still, the blind traffic guarantees had one major benefit:
they ensured the success of securitizations of Mexican
toll-road revenues in the international capital markets.

3Ibid.
Ibid.
World Bank Development Report 1994: Infrastructurefor Development, Oxford University Press (1994), p. 99.
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Soaring over the
Mezcala River,
this suspension

bridge was cause

for construction
cost overruns.

This was of considerable consequence, since a key ele-
ment in the strategic planning for the National Highway
Program involved tapping global debt markets in order to
refinance the toll roads once they were operating. The
larger construction companies ICA, GMD, Tribasa
would hire foreign investment banks to help them secure
lower-priced, longer-term financing.

Well-versed in project financing, the Wall Street bank-
ers were certainly aware of the flaws in Mexico’s toll-road
program. Yet they perceived the government’s blind traf-
fic guarantees as tantamount to sovereign risk. As the
"market" saw it, even if traffic volumes fell below pro-
jected levels, dragging down toll revenues earmarked for
debt service abroad, the Mexican government was prom-
ising to honor the concessionaires’ payments. In addition,
exchange-rate risks had been hedged by making the
securitizations payable in dollars to protect U.S. investors
against any potential devaluation of the peso. The risks
for foreign bond holders, therefore, seemed reasonable.

The first attempt to attract international investment in
a Mexican toll road project Tribasa’s Mexico City-
Toluca toll road securitization- was not favorably
greeted by the market. At the time, most blamed bad
investment banking namely, a cumbersome, hard-to-
understand deal structure. By contrast, the 1993
securitization of revenues from two other toll roads built
by Tribasa (Ecatepec-Piramides and Armeria-Manzanillo)
was better received and the securities were significantly
oversubscribed. In 1994, the federal government
launched the Mexico City-Cuernavaca toll-road bond.
This was one of the few turnpikes not transferred to the
private sector. It too was a success.

Wall Street romancing buoyed hopes for the highway
program. Despite all the problems, the global investors
had apparently embraced the private-concession experi-

ment. Press coverage was even upbeat but not for long.
On December 20th, 1994, President Ernesto Zedillo’s
botched peso devaluation dumped a bucket of ice water
on Mexico’s overheated economy, ushering in the
country’s worst financial crisis in modern times and
washing out the nascent toll road recovery.

Within months, the financial status of the concessioned
roads was in the worst shape ever. On one hand, the inter-
national bonds were payable in U.S. dollars, yet all toll
revenues were collected in pesos. Accordingly, the pre-
cipitous decline in the value of the peso relative to the
dollar made the peso cost of servicing the debt skyrocket.
On the other hand, crisis-pinched motorists were even
less able to use the superhighways than before. As
Mexico’s entire financial system teetered on the brink of
collapse, the government scrambled to resolve the turn-
pike troubles through complex debt restructurings.

Two years have since passed. Not surprisingly, in
Mexico today the effects of crisis have tended to over-
shadow whatever happened before the devaluation.
Whether it’s industry, commerce, agriculture, infrastruc-
ture, all eyes are focused on mitigating the impact of re-
cession. As Mexico’s economybegins to recover, however,
at least in terms of macroeconomic indicators, one should
be wary of the devaluation becoming a smoke screen for
the past. Current circumstances, however bad they may
be, should not hide the underlying problems regarding
Mexico’s economic reforms that predate the crisis.

There are signs that this is happening with the turn-
pikes. To be fair, some of the toll-road troubles might have
been a function of Mexico’s free-market euphoria of the
early 1990s. As one Mexican banker puts it:

"People can cite all these dreadful mistakes, but they
forget what it was like back then, when everything

Institute of Current World Affairs 7



seemed possible, when Mexico was on a virtuous circle.
Glitches were to be expected in such an ambitious free-
market reform process. They could have been worked out
if it hadn’t been for the devaluation."

Maybe, but upon review of those glitches, one won-
ders whether the toll-road program was ever really about
the free market. In fact, one finds it hard to escape the con-
clusion that the National Highway Program was a deeply
flawed, incomplete experiment in reform. Yes, the private
sector participated, but government intervention perme-
ated the process and created serious distortions. Far from
beginning a new chapter of progressive economic reform
in Mexico, the concessioned superhighways ended up
being, as Mr. Marcos put it, "old-fashioned public works
with a private twist."

TOLL ROAD RESTRUCTURING: A MORAL
HAZARD?

Guillermo Melchor, whose family owns a moving
company in Mexico City, would love to send his drivers
on the turnpikes. His clients, however, would have to pay
30 percent extra to cover the tolls, prices that would make
the Melchor brothers uncompetitive. So their drivers
dodge pot holes on the free highways and pay a dif-
ferent kind of toll: armed bandits assault their trucks
three to four times a month.

Guillermo Melchor discussing the toll roads inside his
moving company office.

"Our drivers carry rocks and clubs," says Melclor,
"but the robbers all have guns."

The Melchors are not alone. Visit Transportes Gon-
zalez, a major trucking company also based in Mexico
City, and hear a similar story. Operations Manager
Estevan Gonzalez, who is in charge of 100 trucks and 400
trailers, explains the hidden costs of using the old roads.
"Take the tires on our trucks. They should last for 220,000
kilometers, but we only get 150,000 on the old roads."

For security reasons, Mr. Gonzalez requires that all his
drivers travel in convoys of at least five trucks. Armed
guards may be hired on special request from the client.
"We recommend it," says Gonzalez, explaining that, un-
like the Melchor brothers, Transportes Gonzalez ships
top-end goods to Nuevo Laredo at the Texas border: re-
frigerators, stereos, washing machines. "With that kind of
merchandise," he adds, "there’s only so much we can
do."

The outlook seems bleak. Until the tolls come down,
Mexico’s trucking industry will continue to wage a losing
battle against the wayward roads of the free highway sys-
tem. "We wouldn’t have these problems," concludes Mr.
Melchor, "if we could just afford the toll roads."

Statements like these illustrate a serious dilemma for
Mexico’s transport authorities as they restructure the
troubled toll-road program. The blind traffic guarantees
stipulated in the private concessions, and the contractual
commitment to index tolls to inflation, run counter to the
need to lower tolls to stimulate traffic demand. This con-
stitutes a public-policy conflict that creates a moral haz-
ard. To successfully restructure the ill-fated National
HighwayProgram in the wake ofeconomic crisis, the govern-
ment will have to address this and other stick issues.

The stakes are high. On the domestic front, pressure to
lower tolls is mounting from local motorists. Internation-
ally, the toll roads are widely seen as a litmus test of
Mexico’s ability to address urgent development needs in
the context of a balanced budget. Going forward, the
country will no doubt have to rely on privately financed
infrastructure projects to avoid public deficit spending. It
cannot afford, therefore, to have its first experiment in off-
budget highway financing perceived as a failure. The
country’s ability to fuel long-term growth could be seri-

ously constrained.

More to the point, Mexico must avoid at all costs a
highly visible default on its international toll-road bonds.
Were this to happen, the spillover effects might impair
investment in Mexico’s privatization of other infrastruc-
ture services: railroads, ports, potable water systems,
waste management facilities, etc. At the same time,
Mexico has pegged its road-infrastructure investment
needs at U.S.$12.5 billion over the next five years. Thu
the importance of restructuring the highway financings in
a way that lowers tolls and stimulates traffic, while still
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Estevan Gonzalez stands in the truck yard of Transportes Gonzalez.

honoring Mexico’s contractual commitments to conces-
sionaires and foreign investors alike.

This process is underway. Initiated soon after the 1994
devaluation, the toll-road restructuring can be divided
into two phases. The first priority was saving the banks.
In 1995, a complex structure was created by which, over
the long-term, the government will assume a significant
portion of the commercial banks’ non-performing obliga-
tions in the highway projects. Last year, phase one of the
restructuring plan cost the government 14.1 billion pesos
(U.S.$1.7 billion).

Stage two has only just begun. In broad terms, it in-
volves bailing out the private concessionaires. While
structural details of the scheme remain vague, the govern-
ment has already earmarked 26.1 billion pesos (U.S.$3.3
billion) over the next 30 years for this purpose. Sources
suggest the authorities will establish a master trust that
will undertake a debt-for-equity swap to recapitalize the
highway concessionaires. The government will assume
the latters’ debt in most of the toll roads in exchange for
equity holdings proportional to the concessionaires’ debt
in the total value of each project.

"It’s an intelligent plan," says Ernesto Marcos. The pri-
mary advantage, he adds, is that it frees the cash flow that
the concessions generate (i.e., toll revenues), which will
allow for an eventual refinancing of the turnpike projects.
As for the concessionaires, the price to be paid for having
their books cleaned of non-performing debt is a substan-

tial dilution of their equity control in the toll road projects.
By strengthening the concessionaires’ balance sheets
through a reduction or elimination of their debt, the gov-
ernment hopes to boost construction activity in Mexico
and thus stimulate the economy in general. "It’s a reason-
able solution," concludes Marcos.

Some fervently disagree. "Saving the banks was one

thing," says one Mexican financier. "But rescuing the con-
struction companies is entirely another. In my opinion,
using tax dollars to bail out people who abused the con-

cessionary scheme is downright immoral."

Whatever the conclusion, many people reason that, for
better or worse, the toll roads are there and that’s worth
something. All judgments aside, Mexico has 3,600 miles
of state-of-the-art turnpikes that will be useful sooner or
later. This is true, no doubt, but what of the opportunity
cost? Fifteen billion dollars is an impressive sum. How
does one justify spending so much on fancy superhigh-
ways in a country with enormous deficits in basic health
services, primary and secondary education, sewage treat-
ment plants, waste management systems?

"That’s an impossible reflection," replies another
prominent banker. "What you really have to ask yourself
is whether doing something that was 60 percent success-
ful was better than doing nothing at all." He has a point.
Imperfect advances can be worthwhile. Question is, in the
case of Mexico’s National Highway Program, to what
degree? 3
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